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For Alex, my formerly reluctant but now avid reader 



WELSH AND CELTIC TRANSLATIONS
with pronunciation help for select words

General Notes about Pronunciations

Please note that while there are variations in Welsh pronunciation, 
for the most part, the suggested pronunciations follow the northern 
rules (at least for vowels). Also, there are no silent letters in Welsh, 
so everything is pronounced. 

Vowel sounds are generally short for words with more than one 
syllable, a=pat; e=pet; i=pit; o=pot; u=pit (yes, u=i most of the time); 
w=oo as in the word book (yes, w is often a vowel); y=uh, like the a, 
in the word above.

Single syllable words typically use long vowel sounds [a=father; 
e=ae like aerodynamic; i=i in the word machine; o=aw like the word 
hawk; w=oo like the word pool; u & y are the same as i].

Ch sounds like the Scottish loch, not the English church. Not 
all words are Welsh in origin, for those without clear pronunciation 
rules, Welsh was used. 

As for stresses, they typically fall on the second to last syllable. 
Also, while Cait Sith would typically be pronounced Ket Shee,  
I’ve left it as Kate Sith—call it writer’s license if you must. 



Below are definitions and pronunciations for the most common 
Welsh words.

Amddiffyniadau (am-thi-fuh-nia-dya): A Druid book of 
protections
Arogl (arawgl): A Bodach that overpowers humans with scent
Bedwyr (Bed-wir): One of Arthur’s knights
Bencawr (Ben-cower): Commander of the Bodach army
Bodach (baw-dach): Entities from the fifth dimension trapped in 
the lower planes
Cait Sith (Kate Sith): Multi-dimensional cats native to our 
dimension
Caradog (Kair-ah-dog): One of Arthur’s knights
Carchar enaid (kar-kar enide): Soul Prison—an object used by 
druids to control the power of others
Cei (Kay): One of Arthur’s knights
Cerddor (ker-thor): A Bodach that hypnotizes humans with music
Coch Coblyn (Koch Kob-luhn): Red Leprechaun
Conglfaen (Kongl-vyn): Keystone Talisman
Crom Dubh (Krom Doow): Powerful Bodach that takes an 
elemental form in the lower planes
Culhwch (Kull-Hooch): Arthur’s young cousin
Da bo ti fy ffrind (da bo ti vuh frind): Goodbye, my friend
Dawnus (dow-nis): Gifted, someone who can see spirits or has 
premonitions
Diafol Fragu (dia-vol fra-gi): Devil’s brew, a Welsh curse
Derwyddon tân (dare-ooey-thon taan): Druid’s Fire, used to 
control higher-dimensional entities
Dywyll Diwrnod (duh-ooeyhl di-yoor-nod): Darkest Day 
Enaid (enide): Soul, a person’s spiritual essence



Fomoire (vo-moy-ray): Demon/entity from a dark matter universe
Gwirodydd (gweer-od-uhth): Spirits/entities from the higher 
planes
Gwysio sianel (gwuh-sio sia-nel): Summoning channel from our 
universe into the upper dimensions
Hudoliaethau (Hid-oh-li-ee-sa): A druid book of incantations
Hysbrydion (Hes-bird-yun): Spirits/entities from the higher 
planes
Kelpie (kel-pee): An aquatic Bodach
Menw (Men-oo): The shape-shifter
Newiddyn (newwie-thuhn): Altering man, a shape-shifting 
Bodach
Picau ar y maen (Pi-cair-uh-mine): Traditional Welsh cake 
flavored with cinnamon and nutmeg
Pwca (pooka): Goblin or imp, a weaker Bodach which often takes 
the form of a small animal, e.g., a rabbit
Pypedwyr (puhp-ed-wir): Bodach that controls humans with 
extra-dimensional energy
Rhyfeddol (rhuh-veth-ool): Druid incantation of control
Teyrnwialen o Saith (teyrn-ialen aw syth): Scepter of Seven
Twrch Trwyth (toorch troo-ith): Extra-dimensional wild boar
Wrth gwrs fy mod yn ei wneud (oorth goors vuh mod uhn ay 
oonayd): Of course I do





PROLOGUE
nearly 1,700 years ago in the departure chamber 

somewhere in the fifth dimension

The novice descended the endless stairway and crossed 
the energy threshold that sealed the Departure Chamber from 

the rest of the fifth dimension. Inside the chamber was bathed in 
the blue glow of the spinning orb. Created from eons of labor with 
convoluted, hyper-dimensional constructs, the globe’s elegantly 
simple three-dimensional form belied a sinister nature. The 
overwhelming awe of being in its presence strained the connections 
of the novice’s synapses. He needed to relax. He focused on the 
glowing sphere.

The spinning orb was the key to escaping the bounds of the 
universe’s five dimensions, but not in the way the Principals who 
created it envisioned. Their aim was to reach for the unknown 



wonders of higher-dimensional existence. Despite spending 
countless ages contemplating their mathematical creation, they 
overlooked the obvious. In a multiverse, everything is possible, 
including universes with less than five dimensions. The spinning 
portal was a gateway to such a universe. Passing through it enabled 
the Principals and their select friends to enter a three-dimensional 
universe where they enjoyed god-like powers.

The novice had joined the Association dreaming of the day he 
would make that journey. His first assignments had been mind-
numbingly dull tasks. He spent an age verifying a Principal’s latest 
calculations of irrational mathematical constants. How many digits 
of π were really necessary?

Then he was assigned to monitor the inter-dimensional portal 
for incongruities. No one had ever seen an anomaly, but the 
possibility existed. Other monitors had told him that if you aligned 
your senses with the energy output of the portal just right, you 
could catch a glimpse of the alien three-dimensional universe.

Success required complete synergy with the portal. A single 
unrelated thought would preclude proper alignment and prevent 
synchronicity. He stared blankly into the revolving globe. Slowly, 
he filled every synaptic gap of his aura with its never-changing 
rotation. He released the last tendrils of his consciousness into the 
sphere. Its blueness seeped into his being. His essence aligned with 
the portal’s energy. He prepared himself for a treasured glimpse of 
the bizarre three-dimensional world.

Blinding yellow and red lights flashed across the surface of the 
spinning orb. Their colors entered his essence, mixing with the 
pure blue. Green, purple, and even a hint of orange saturated his 
synapses as the unwanted lights continued to mingle. He fought to 
flush the invading colors from his aura. 



He failed. Anguish filled his essence. Fear quickly followed.
Novices were forbidden from directly interacting with the 

portal. Their task was to observe, nothing more. He disengaged his 
senses from it. He extended them beyond the portal but found no 
one else in the chamber. He returned his full attention to the portal. 
The yellow and red flashes were gone, replaced by the deep blue 
glow of the orb . . . but something was different. It took a fraction 
of a moment for the novice to recognize .  .  . the orb had stopped 
spinning.



present day in piper falls

Duncan ran up behind penny and playfully punched her  
in the shoulder.

“Hey, what’s the big idea?” she asked.
“Uh, nothing,” Duncan replied.
“Why’d you punch me?”
“You’re always punching me in the shoulder. I thought it was, 

you know, our thing.” 
“Me punching you is our thing. You punching me, well, that’s 

just wrong. Got it?” Penny said.
Duncan broke eye contact, looked down at the ground, and 

shrugged. 
“Uh, okay, I didn’t think it was a big deal.”
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Penny tried to follow up with another quip, but instead of 
saying something witty, she lost her self-control, and a squeaky 
laugh escaped her lips.

Duncan gazed into her mismatched blue and brown eyes and 
furrowed his brow. “You’re just messing with me, aren’t you?”

Tilting her head coquettishly to the right, as she’d seen Lisa 
Giambi do so effectively with other boys, she replied, “Guilty.” For 
good measure, she softly punched Duncan in the shoulder.

Instead of pretending her punch hurt by rubbing his shoulder 
like he usually did, Duncan narrowed his eyes and shook his head. 

“Very funny. I hope you’re more serious at practice. Coach 
Harlow said today’s target set is the final and most important piece 
of our preparation for States. After this practice, we start our taper.”

Penny didn’t respond. 
One of the reasons Penny enjoyed swimming, besides being 

good at it and spending time with her friends, was the variety of 
training. 

Lots of people thought swimming laps back and forth in a pool 
must be boring. Penny agreed, but swim practice was a lot more 
than laps. Besides the four different strokes, there was kicking, 
pulling, sprinting, innumerable stroke drills, breath control sets, 
and target time swims.

Penny hated target sets. Oh, she understood the whole point of 
“training at your optimal level.” It was impossible not to get it. Coach 
Harlow rambled on about it almost every day. The woman was 
obsessed with the concept. Penny was sure that some of the older 
boys purposely went too fast just to hear Coach Harlow go off on 
the importance of swimming to pace in the target sets. Sometimes 
she wondered why boys did what they did. Absentmindedly, she 
shook her head.
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 “I wasn’t kidding,” Duncan said. “She talked to me after practice 
yesterday and told me if I wanted to beat Charlie Shopp at States, I 
needed to nail the target set today.”

Charlie was the only swimmer who’d beaten Duncan during the 
season. One of Duncan’s goals was to be state champion, and to do 
that, he’d have to beat Charlie. 

He wouldn’t admit it, but Penny knew he was nervous about 
swimming against Charlie again. “Don’t worry about it; you’ve 
trained harder than anyone else on the team. I’m sure you’ll swim 
a best time.”

“Yeah, but what if that’s not good enough to beat Charlie?”
“Then remember what Coach always says.”
Duncan let out a long sigh. “Anytime you swim a best time, 

you’ve swum a great race.”

gGg

penny touched the wall, lifted her head, and quickly found  
the pace clock. It was an older analog model with a sweeping red 
second hand that was just passing the ten.

“Penny!” Coach Harlow yelled. “What’s your target time for 
this set?”

 “Uh, 1:15,” she replied.
“You just swam a 1:09. That’s more than five seconds too fast. 

A couple of seconds is okay, but five is not. The point of a target set 
is to maximize the benefit of your training without swimming too 
hard. We’ve only got a few more practices before we leave for the 
States meet. If you train too hard, you’re going to blow your taper. 
Now, give me one more hundred and bring it in on the 1:15. Leave 
on the bottom.”
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Penny nodded and adjusted her goggles. As the second hand 
approached the thirty, Coach Harlow called out, “Ready  .  .  .” and 
when it reached the thirty, she yelled, “Go!” Penny pushed off the 
wall, taking three powerful dolphin kicks while emphasizing her 
streamline position. She also took three strokes before taking her 
first breath. At least if she went too fast, she’d do it with great form.

She never finished the 100. She didn’t even reach the far wall. 
As she took her first breath, the lights in the pool flickered several 
times before going out. The emergency lights failed to click on. 
Only the wall of glass along the north wall by the deep end kept the 
pool from becoming pitch black.

Concentrating hard on maintaining her pace, Penny kept 
swimming toward the deep end of the pool. She didn’t hear the 
lifeguard frantically blowing his whistle or Coach Harlow yelling 
for her to stop swimming and get out of the water. She continued 
swimming, thinking only about the timing of her last breath before 
her flip turn. As she crossed into the red zone, she suddenly stopped 
moving forward. She increased the turnover rate to a full sprint, 
but she couldn’t get any closer to the wall. Instead, she started to go 
backward.

If her pull was nearly useless, her kick was even worse. She 
couldn’t move her legs at all. No matter how hard she tried to kick, 
she couldn’t break free from a vice-like grip pinning them together.

In the blink of an eye, she went from going backward to 
moving downward. With a panicked last stroke, Penny grasped 
for the lane line. Her fingertips latched onto the outer edges of 
the wave-suppressing buoys. The line strained against her weight 
as the force pulled her down. She managed one quick gasp of air 
before her fingers slipped, and she disappeared below the surface. 
Fully submerged, she turned to face who or what was pulling her 
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down. She didn’t see anything, at least, not anything in the normal 
dimensions. In the upper dimensions, she saw what at first glance 
appeared to be a mermaid. But this mermaid didn’t come out of any 
Hans Christian Andersen fable.

Instead of a female torso, this one had the well-muscled upper 
body of a linebacker with two sets of arms on top of his fishtailed 
lower body. The longer of the two sets were more like tentacles with 
suction cup pads at the end. The shorter set ended in powerful 
bone-crushing claws. The pads wrapped around Penny’s lower legs, 
and the long arms pulled her toward the lobster-like claws.

Incapable of speaking underwater, Penny pointed to the surface.
The creature grinned, revealing a mouth full of razor-

sharp teeth. He shook his head from side to side. In case Penny 
misunderstood, he snapped his claws open and shut several times 
while his tentacles continued to pull her down.

Unable to reason with him, Penny quickly went to plan B; 
she opened a trans-dimensional rift and shifted into the higher 
dimensions. Since her attacker was Bodach, a native of the fifth 
dimension, her transformation didn’t break his grip on her legs, but 
it did allow her to breathe. 

Revitalized, Penny seized the opportunity to go on the offensive. 
Using the creature’s grip on her legs as leverage, she executed a flip 
turn. The maneuver brought her inside his snapping claws. She 
stared directly into his dark, bottomless eyes. Weaponless and 
unable to think of anything else, she cupped her hands and smashed 
them into the monster’s ears.

His mouth opened and emitted a high-pitched scream. Ringing 
pain shot through Penny’s ears, bouncing against the inside of her 
skull. Barely able to think, she struck the creature again and braced 
for another siren scream.
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She heard nothing. The suction cups released her legs. The 
creature sank toward the bottom.

Freed from his grasp, Penny left the higher dimensions, closed 
her rift, and immediately kicked herself up and away from the 
agonized water demon. 

When she breached the surface, she gasped for breath and was 
quickly grabbed by the lifeguard with his shepherd’s crook. Using 
the crook, he brought her to the edge of the pool where Coach 
Harlow and Duncan pulled her out of the water.

“Are you okay?” the lifeguard asked.
“Yes, I’m fine, just a little tired,” Penny replied between pants.
“Didn’t you notice the lights went out? Didn’t you hear the 

guard’s whistle or me yelling for you to clear the pool?” Coach 
Harlow asked.

“No, I was concentrating so hard on swimming a 1:15 that I 
must’ve blocked out everything else.”

“Do you have a history of seizures or epilepsy?” the lifeguard 
asked.

“No.” 
“Did you get a cramp or blackout from swimming too hard?” 
“No. I wasn’t swimming that hard. It was only a 1:15 pace. My 

best time’s a 1:01.”
Coach Harlow and the lifeguard looked at each other and then 

back at Penny.
“Well, I wasn’t, at least not until the end.”
“What happened then? If you didn’t cramp up or have a seizure, 

why did you sink to the bottom?” Coach Harlow asked.
“I don’t know. I was moving along just fine, then suddenly, I was 

working harder and harder but going nowhere.”
“Like when we use the elastic cords?” Duncan chimed in.
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“Yeah, just like that. It felt like something was pulling me back, 
then down toward the bottom.”

“Toward the main drain?” asked a new voice from the far side of 
the deck. The crowd of swimmers that had gathered around Penny 
parted, and Karl, the pool maintenance man, stepped forward.

“Yeah, how’d you know?” Penny asked.
“I was working in the pump room when the power failed. The 

pump’s been acting kind of strange lately. I told the AD we needed 
a new one, but did he listen? No. He said there wasn’t any money 
in the budget. There’s enough money for new seats and turf for the 
football stadium, but not to replace the pool’s thirty-one-year-old 
pump.”

“Karl, are you suggesting that the pump was somehow pulling 
Penny to the bottom, without any power?”

“No, Coach, that would be crazy. You remember last summer 
when we had to close the pool ’cause the pump kept tripping the 
breaker?”

Coach Harlow nodded.
“Well, I talked to the power company, and they agreed it was a 

hazard. We didn’t have any spare circuits with enough amperage to 
serve the pump. It draws sixty amps, you know.”

“Sorry, but I’m still not seeing the connection,” Coach Harlow 
said.

“The power company was doing some work upgrading the 
service to the Monroe Institute. You know, with all their labs 
and high-tech experiments, they’re always needing more power. 
Anyway, it was just up the street, so they dropped us a new circuit 
from the Monroe’s upgraded line. I figure when our power went 
out and the backup failed, too, it must’ve been caused by a short. 
With our connection to the Monroe’s line, maybe the short drew an 
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overload of power from their upgraded service, which could only 
get here through the pump.”

“That doesn’t make a lot of sense, Karl.”
“Can you think of a better explanation for why the pump was 

running at more than five times its top-rated power?”

gGg

while karl was conveniently explaining away the higher-
dimensional attack on her, Penny felt the familiar presence of Simon 
enter her mind. 

Penny, what happened? I sensed you were in danger, the Cait Sith 
said telepathically.

A powerful Bodach tried to drown me in the pool, Penny 
responded in the same way.

I shouldn’t let you play in the hollow rock with the pungent water 
without being here to protect you.

Simon’s term for chlorinated pool water made Penny smile. 
I wasn’t playing. I was practicing, and it’s usually very safe. 

Besides, you don’t like large bodies of water.
Water is for drinking or catching fish, not practicing, Simon said.
Telepathic communication was great, but Penny desperately 

wanted to stroke Simon’s black fur and hear his reassuring purr. She 
looked around the pool, but with everyone crowding around her, 
she couldn’t find him. Where are you?

I am on top of the flat wooden seats that move.
Penny looked up and saw Simon perched on top of the folding 

bleachers. 
How did you get in here?
I jumped here.
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The thought of having to explain her extra-dimensional cat 
popping into the pool sent her heart racing. You didn’t let anyone 
see you, did you?

Of course not, I am Cait Sith.
Good, although I’m not sure how we explain you being inside 

once somebody notices you.
You were in trouble. I came to help, Simon said as if that cleared 

everything up.
Yes, I know. You’re Cait Sith, but most people don’t understand 

that.
Penny looked at the crowd. Everyone was still intently listening 

to Karl explain his malfunctioning pump theory to a skeptical 
Coach Harlow. She poked Duncan’s foot just hard enough to get his 
attention. Silently she mouthed a single word. “Bodach.”

Duncan raised his eyebrows and mouthed, “Sure?”
Penny nodded and pointed back and forth from Simon sitting 

on the bleachers to the door behind Duncan.
Duncan gave her a quick “okay” sign with his left hand, quietly 

walked to the door, and gently opened it. 
Jump down from the bleachers, and pretend you’re walking in 

from the door, Penny told Simon.
Simon leapt from his perch and landed just to the side of 

the opening door. While no one had noticed Duncan opening it, 
everyone felt the sudden draft as the cold outside air rushed in.

“Hey, who opened the door?” Mary Anderson asked.
“Yeah, don’t you know it’s still winter outside?” her twin sister, 

Grace, added.
Coach Harlow motioned for everyone to quiet down. “Duncan, 

why did you open the door?”
“Uh, sorry, but Simon was pawing at the door, so I let him in.”
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“Who is Simon, and why’d you let him in?”
Simon stepped out from behind Duncan, who gestured down 

at the large black cat. “This is Simon. He’s Penny’s cat.”
Simon walked through the swimmers and nuzzled up to Penny. 

She reached her hand out and rubbed his chin. He immediately 
began to purr.

 “How’d your cat know to find you at the pool?” Coach Harlow 
asked.

“He always meets me after practice and walks home with me. 
When I didn’t show up, he must’ve come looking for me.”

Coach Harlow shook her head. “A power outage that makes 
a pump go crazy, sucking a swimmer underwater, and a cat that 
tracks down its owner. I think that’s enough for one day. Karl, is the 
emergency lighting on in the locker rooms?”

“Funny thing, the power’s only off in the pool. The locker rooms 
are fine,” he said.

gGg

a dawnus, her cait sith, and an attack by a kelpie . . . this 
may or may not be the right time and place, but it was definitely 
worth a closer look. He retreated around the corner and dropped 
his stealth cloak. It might hide him from the Dawnus, but it offered 
no protection from the Cait Sith. 

He couldn’t remain in his human form either. The mode of 
dress was much different in this time frame than in the one he’d just 
left. His coarsely woven warrior’s tunic and weapon’s belt might be 
inconspicuous at a Renaissance Fair, but in this town, they marked 
him as an obvious outsider. 

He needed to change guises.
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With a slight gesture of his fingers and a few whispered words in 
Welsh, the man disappeared, and in his place stood a small, orange-
breasted robin. After a few short hops and flaps of his wings, just to 
make sure everything was in order, he took flight to the nearest tree. 
Best to get the lay of the land before making any moves.
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E ighth-grader Penny Preston thought she knew how to handle  
the Bodach, spirits from the fifth dimension. But when a  
primordial power threatens to tear the fabric of the multiverse, 

higher-dimensional energy seeps into Piper Falls, New York, and  
re-energizes the Bodach and their powers. 

 Unleashing havoc, their attacks draw three others to the small 
town—an ancient commander seeking revenge for her defeat by the 
King’s Blade, an ethereal Celtic spirit with a taste for exotic nuclear 
particles, and a shapeshifting spy. Penny and her friends must again 
dodge detection, as they sort out the intentions of these powerful  
entities. How can she succeed where King Arthur failed when one 
wrong step risks unleashing the apocalypse?
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